Cut and paste these pictures onto the following pages, and discuss what each one shows. Decide which page each one should go on.
Cut and paste these pictures onto the following pages, and discuss what each one shows. Decide which page each one should go on.
Good Friends
Not Good Friends
Who are your friends....

What do you like to do with them....

**Friends should be:**

nice     kind     fun     helpful     good people

**Friends should not be:**

mean     nasty     unkind     liars     horrible people
Good Friends

Say nice things

Have good ideas

Like to go out

Are kind

Let's go and look around the shops.

We can help that man to cross the road.

Movies

That's a really nice car!

Draw a line from each box to its corresponding image.
Bad Friends

Are mean

Say bad things

Do bad things

Have bad plans

Let’s go and steal something from the shops.
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Let’s push that man out of the way.

Draw a line from each shape to its corresponding image.
I can choose my friends. I need to think carefully.

I need to choose good people to be my friends.

I need to stay away from bad people.

Bad people are never good friends.

Discuss these ideas. Cut out the shapes. Paste them onto a chart along with magazine pictures of nice people and friends to make a poster.
I am a good friend.

I am kind

I do what is right

I am honest

I am a good person

I am thoughtful

Draw a selfie or paste in a photo. Discuss each concept.
I am a good friend.

I am kind

I do what is right

I am honest

I am a good person

I am thoughtful

For those who can: Trace the words. Draw a selfie or paste in a photo. Discuss each concept.
CUT EACH OF THE FOLLOWING 5 PAGES IN HALF ACROSS THE MIDDLE. PUT THEM TOGETHER AND STAPLE TO MAKE A BOOK
DON'T DO IT!

STOP
You go and steal a can of drink!

You throw this brick into a window!
No!

No!

No!
This is wrong

Trace the heading. Paste on the pictures from the following pages
Don’t do this

Trace the heading. Paste on the pictures from the following pages
Never do this

Trace the heading. Paste on the pictures from the following pages
You go and steal a can of drink!

You throw this brick into a window!